
Some feedback from participants:
Going to EPICC means we are able to participate in creative 
writing, music sessions and group discussions all lead by 
wonderful facilitators! But most of all we develop real and 
meaningful friendships each week,  Adrian.

EPICC has made such a difference to my life. You have no 
idea of how it feels for me to communicate with other 
people.
Being able to meet every Friday means I can develop 
friendships with others who have similar problems 
communicating. This is the best thing that has happened 
to me.
Thank you for helping us to continue this meeting and thank 
you for the opportunity to be heard. Tyler.

Contact us for a free trial day or any queries at:
Email: admin@epiccmaleny.com
Sue Irwin (Manager) Ph: 5499 9899
Debbie Rossow (Project Coordinator) 
                                  Ph: 5499 9623



Introduction

EPICC Maleny proposes to provide 
creative learning and socialisation 
opportunities for people with disabilities 
in our community.

EPICC’s creativity program commenced 
operation at the Maleny Neighbourhood 
Centre in January, 2016. The program 
aims to provide an innovative, post-
school educational experience designed 
to foster and enable the learning of 
new skills and strategies, facilitate self 
expression and provide socialisation 
opportunities in our local community. 
There are literacy and creative learning 
experiences involving writing and other 
creative modes including music making.

These experiences aim to enable the 
learning of new skills and strategies, 
facilitate self expression and provide 
socialisation opportunities within a local 
community context.

Although the creativity program is 
primarily being provided for youth and 
adults with disabilities, other interested 
persons are most welcome to join.

Our Vision

We believe that all people, regardless of 
their disability, should have the right to 
achieve their full potential. We aim to 
provide access to intellectual stimulation 
and creative expression including creative 
writing, poetry, music, art and movement.  
Our goal is to provide meaningful interac-
tion in an enriching, supportive environ-
ment.

The framework will be based around:

• Person centred approach
• Individual goals
• Positive focused
• Building on strengths
• Guided and supported learning
• Local community based

The Program
 
Our first program is run on Fridays at the 
Maleny Neighbourhood Centre.
The cost will be $50 per session paid 
in blocks of 10 ($500). If this cost is a 
problem please contact us regarding the 
possibility of sourcing local sponsorship.
We are offering a free trial day for 
interested people.

The Program

These sessions are being led 
by Debbie Rossow and focus
on Creative Writing Skills 
including:
• Understanding and experimenting with 

literary techniques
• Building strategies and skills
• Writing different types of texts
• Learning from reading what other 

writers/authors have written
• Exploring your senses as stimulus to 

writing

Debbie is joined by Laurie 
Elshaug who specializes
in helping people express 
themselves creatively through
music and songwriting.
The Music element of the 
program will incorporate:
• instrument playing
• composition
• group singing
• exploration of sound and rhythm
• dance
• rhythmical improvisation

                         Veronika Marinos is 
another valuable member
of the team, supporting         
the program and 
assisting the participants
in their learning.


